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We characterize a permutation as a sequence of wire-cycle periods and a sequence of state-cycle 
periods. These sequences are called a wire-sequence and a state-sequence, respectively. A relation 
between wire-cycles and state-cycles is discussed and some combinatorial problems on cycle 
periods of permutations are solved. An efficient method for constructing the state-sequence cor- 
responding to a given wire-sequence is also described. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a permutation network with N input terminals and N output termi- 
nals. We denote this permutation network by PERMU( Suppose that the 
ii-th, i,-th, . . . , and i,-th input terminais of PERMU are cyclically permuted to 
the i,-th, is-th, . . . , i,-th and ii-th output terminals. We call this sub-permutation on 
PERMU a wire-cycle. Any permutation connection between input terminals and 
output terminals of PERMU can be expressed as a product of wire-cycles. 
Example 1. The permutation connection shown in Fig. 1 is expressed as (1,2)(3). 
We assume that the signal at each terminal of PERMU is any integer from 
the modulo-p field JP = (0, 1,2, . . . , p - l), where p is prime. Although p is restricted 
to be a prime integer, this restriction is not essential for our discussion in this paper 
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Fig. 1. An example of a permutation connection. 
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except in Theorem 2 in the next section. However, a signal on a digital equipment 
is traditionally considered an element or a sequence of elements in a finite field 
because fundamental operations on the finite field can be clearly defined and im- 
plemented. That is, traditionally for a prime integer p, multivalued p-nary logic 
elements are used as unit elements in a logic circuit or a sequential network [5]. The 
usual binary case then corresponds to p = 2. We can view PERMU as a converter 
from N-digit p-nary number at the input terminals to N-digit p-nary numbers at the 
output terminals. A p-nary number or its corresponding decimal number at the in- 
put terminals (at the output terminals) by this interpretation is called an input-state 
(output-state). That is, we may consider that PERMU is a converter from input- 
states to output-states. A state transformation induced by a permutation connection 
on PERMU is a permutation on the sequence (0, 1,2, . . . , pN - 1). Suppose that 
input-states a,, u2, . . . , ak are cyclically permuted to output-states a2, a3, . . . , ak, al by 
a permutation connection on PERMU( We call this sub-permutation of states 
a state-cycle. Any state permutation induced by a permutation connection on 
PERMU can be expressed as a product of state-cycles. 
Example 2. For the permutation connection of Example 1, the corresponding state- 
permutation is expressed as (0)(1)(2,4)(3,5)(6)(7), where p=2. For example, input 
signal 010 (i.e., input-state 2) is transmitted to the output terminals as 100 (i.e., 
output-state 4) and input signal 100 is transmitted to the output terminals as 010. 
PERMU can be used as a cyclic state generator as shown in Fig. 2. The 
Input Output 
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Feedback Lines with Unit Delay Elements 
Fig. 2. A cyclic state generator. 
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periods of the resulting state-cycles are significant in this and other applications of 
PERMU( 
Various articles concerning permutation networks have been published (e.g., 
[I], [6], [9]). Algorithms for constructing permutation networks and routing 
algorithms of permutation networks are main subjects in these articles. These pro- 
blems are particularly important for interconnection among processors or memory 
units of a parallel computer or a communication system. Our present paper is not 
directly connected to such problems. The study discussed in this paper was 
motivated by a desire to achieve a basic understanding of the relation between per- 
mutation network structure (i.e., permutation connections on PERMU( and the 
periodicity of the resulting signal-cycles. In particular, we exclusively study the rela- 
tion between cycle periods of wire-cycles and cycle periods of state-cycles. 
2. Characterization and combinatorial studies 
We characterize each permutation connection by cycle periods of wire-cycles and 
state-cycles. We call these characteristics a wire-sequence and a state-sequence, 
respectively. The wire-sequence of permutation 71 is denoted by W(X), and the state- 
sequence induced by permutation connection rz on PERMU is denoted by 
S,(n). II’(lc) and 5$,(n) are formally defined as follows: Let e,(i) be the number of 
wire-cycles of period i in the expression of the product of wire-cycles for rr. Let 
gn(i) be the number of state-cycles of period i in the expression of the product of 
state-cycles for the state-permutation induced by TI. Then W(rr) is a sequence con- 
sisting of O,(i) i’s in non-descending order for i such that B,(i) i not zero. Sp(rr) 
is a sequence consisting of Q=(i) i’s in non-descending order for i such that B,(i) 
is not zero. Note that subscript p of Sp denotes that signals are from Jp. 
Example 3. For the same permutation connection on PERMU(3) as in Example 1, 
W(7c)=(1,2) and S,(n)=(l, 1, 1, 1,2,2J. 
A modulo-p linear sequential network is composed of arbitrary interconnections 
of three kinds of elements: (1) unit delay elements, (2) modulo-p adders and (3) 
modulo-p scalar multipliers, where the delay elements are separated out from the 
combinational logic. Any wire in such a network is capable of being, at each instant 
of time, in any one of p states represented by the digits 0, 1,2, . . . , p - 1. A cyclic 
state generator constructed from PERMU as shown in Fig. 2 can be considered 
to be a special type of autonomous linear sequential network such that neither 
modulo-p adders nor modulo-p scalar multipliers are used in the network. 
Therefore, some properties of cyclic state generators can be derived using matrix 
algebra as various authors have in the study of linear sequential networks (Booth 
[4], Elspas [5], Zierler [lo]). Consider a cyclic state generator constructed from 
PERMU as shown in Example 1. The state of the network is completely de- 
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scribed by the states X,, X2, X, of the three input terminals. Let Xi, Xi, Xi be the 
next state of the network. Then (Xi, Xi, Xi) is expressed as 
x;= x, 
x;=x, 
x; = x3* 
These equations may be represented in matrix form as 
or, symbolically, as X’= TX. If X represents a particular initial state, then the se- 
quence of states through which the network will pass during successive times is given 
by X, TX, T2X, T3X, . . . . 
The characteristic polynomial of matrix T is defined by w(x) = 1 T-xl1 . Every 
square matrix satisfies its own characteristic polynomial equation [3]. The matrix 
period is the smallest integer k for which Tk = I; Thus TkX= X for any initial state 
X, indicating that all cycle periods are divisors of k. To determine the matrix period, 
it is sufficient to find an integer k such that the characteristic polynomail v(x) 
divides xk - 1 without remainder. For, if xk- 1 = t,~(x)Q(x), then we have Tk - I= 
tq( T)Q( T) = 0. The smallest such integer k then determines the matrix period. These 
results have been found by earlier authors [4], [5], [lo]. 
Although the matrix algebraic approach as described above to autonomous linear 
sequential machines is also useful to derive some results on cyclic state generators 
constructed from permutation networks, it is usually inefficient for our purpose. 
Since the structure of cyclic state generators is very simple, it is worthwhile to devise 
methods specialized for such generators. 
We define sets r,, I-,, . . . of sequences of positive integers in non-descending 
order as follows: & = ((a,, . . . , a,) 1 r is an integer, C:=, ai =N and for each i 
(15 isr- l), ai 5 a;+ I 1. From the definition of IV(n) the next proposition is 
immediate. 
Proposition 1. For any N (NI l), r, = { W(z) 1 TC is a permutation on { 1, . . . , N)). 
Proposition 2. Let rc be a permutation on { 1, . . . , N} expressed as the product of 
wire-cycles aI, . . . , ak, where the period of (Y; is wi (15 is k). Then the maximal 
period occurring among the state-cycles induced by ;TC on PERMU is the least 
common multiple of WI, w2, . . . , wk. 
Proof. For the set of input terminals corresponding to a wire-cycle a,, a signal of 
each input terminal of the set will always appear at the same input terminal after 
passing wi times the feedback lines of the cyclic state generator with ;IC interconnec- 
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tion. If we give initially 0, 0, . . . ,O, 1 as signals to these wi input terminals, for this 
set of input terminals the same signal sequence will not appear before passing wi 
times the feedback lines. Therefore, the maximal period among the state cycles of 
the state permutation induced by rr on PERM(N) is the least common multiple of 
wi,w2 ,...) w,. 0 
Note that Proposition 2 holds for arbitrary p-nary logic signals (~22). Hence- 
forth we use the notation LCM(w,, w2, . . . , wk) to denote the least common multiple 
of wr,w2 )..., Wk. 
Example 4. Let n = (1,2,3)(4,5). Since LCM(2,3) = 6, there exists a state-cycle of 
period 6 for the state permutation induced by rr. 
The next proposition is immediate from Proposition 2. For convenience in the 
proof of the next proposition, we define M(N) to be max{ LCM(r,, r2, . . . , rk) 1 k is 
a positive integer, and cf= 1 ri =N). 
Proposition 3. {S,(n) 1 TTY is a permutation on { 1,. . . , N}} is a proper subset of r,, 
where t=pN and Nr 1. 
Proof. Since for any N> 1, P~~~~>M(N), S,,(r) cannot be (pN) for any per- 
mutation rr on { 1, . . . , N}. n 
We now define equivalence relations on permutations induced by wire-sequences 
and state-sequences, respectively as follows: 
(I) rr and TC’ are equivalent under wire-sequences if and only if I+‘(X) = W(rc’), 
(2) 71 and rr’ are equivalent under state-sequences if and only if SJrr) = Sp(rc’). 
We conjecture that the equivalence relation defined by (1) above is the same as 
the equivalence relation defined by (2) above. At present we can only prove that the 
equivalence relation induced by wire-sequences is a refinement of the equivalence 
relation induced by state-sequences. That is, we have the next theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let rc and 71’ be permutations on { 1, . . . , N}. If W(n) = W(n’), then 
S,(n) = SJn’). 
Proof. Let 71 and rc’ be permutations on { 1, . . . , N} such that W(n)= W(TZ’). We 
assume that 
and 
n’=(b,,,,...,bl,kl)(bz,l,...,bz,k,)...(b,,l,...,br,k,). 
Let T be a one-to-one mapping on { 1, . . . , N} such that for each a;,j (1 I is r and 
1 cjr k,), T(aj,j) = b,i. Permutation connection rc may be considered the same 
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connection as permutation connection 11’ by the following interpretation: For each 
i (1 li%N) the i-th input terminal is connected to be the T(i)-th input terminal and 
the i-th output terminal is considered to be the T(i)-th output terminal. That is, 
II’= T-‘nT, where T-’ is the inverse mapping of T. Let T, be a state-transfor- 
mation defined as T,(d, ... dN) = d7-1(,) ... d,-l(,,, where d, ... dN is the p-nary 
representation of a state of N input terminals (i.e., for each i (1% i<N), d, is an 
integer from JP = (0, . . . , p - 1)). Then Ts is a one-to-one mapping on the set of 
states. Let (d,, 1 ... d],,,, d2, 1 ... d2,,,, . . . , dr, 1 ... dr,,,) be a state cycle of the cyclic 
state generator with rr interconnection, where each di,; (1~ i 5 r and 1~ j IN) is an 
integer from JP (i.e., a state-cycle represented by a sequence of p-nary state 
representations). Then there exists a state-cycle 
(T,(d,, , .-- 4,,), GM,, ... 4,id . . . 9 T,@, , ... dr,,N 
= Cd,, T-l(l) ... dl, T -l(N), 4, T-l(l) --* & T l(~p ... 3 dr,T~~l(l) ... 4, T-l& 
for 7~‘. Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence preserving state-cycle 
periods between state-cycles for rc and state-cycles for rr’. Thus S,(n) = S,(n’). 0 
We do not know at present whether there exists a pair of permutations rc and TC’ 
such that W(n) # W(7c’) but SP(rc) = S,,(z)). We shall give a necessary condition that 
for a pair of permutations n and rr’ on { 1, . . . , N), S,(n) = SJn’). 
Let (r and p be length-N sequences of integers from JP = (0, . . . , p - 1). If (Y is ob- 
tained from p by applying an appropriate number of cyclic shifts, we say that a and 
j3 are cycle-equivalent. Let C,(N) be the set of length-N sequences of integers from 
JP such that their cycle period is N, and let q(N) be the set of cycle-equivalence 
classes of C,(N). #q(N) denotes the cardinality of C,(N). 
EXampIe 5. ~~(l)={O,l},~~(2)={1O},~(3)={1OO,11O},C~(4)={1OOO,llOO,111O}, 
c(5)={ lOOOO,llOOO, lOlOO,lllOO, 11010, llllo}, where each equivalence class 
is denoted by its representative member. #C,(1)=2, #C2(2)=1, #c,(3)=2, 
#G(4)=3, #G(5)=6, #&(6)=9. 
Proposition 4. Let W(x) be a wire-sequence consisting of m components and let the 
number of multiples of q in W(z) be r, where q is a prime integer. Then the number 
of q in Sp(n) is 
pm -r((q # C,(q) + P)’ - PV4. 
Proof. Let rr be a permutation such that the number of components in W(x) and 
the number of multiples of q in W(n) are m and r, respectively. Suppose that 
W ,I, . . . , w,? are the r multiples of q in W(x). Then a state-cycle of period q for 71 is 
obtained as follows: Consider r input terminal groups whose wire-cycle periods are 
wil* wj2~ ... 3 wi,, respectively. Choose one of the r groups, say the j-th group, and 
choose a sequence of signals, say (r in p-nary form from C,(q), where each number 
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of C,,(q) is given as a representative number. Then each digit of wi,/q times repeti- 
tion of a is allocated to each input terminal of the corresponding group in the way 
of one digit-to-one input terminal in the same order. For the other groups whose 
wire-cycle periods are wi, (1 it % r, t #j), wi,/q times repetition of p that is from 
q(q) or w,, times repetition of an integer from Jp is allocated to the correspond- 
ing input terminals. To a group of input terminals whose wire-cycle period is not 
a multiple of q we allocate a repetition of a single integer from Jp. Starting from 
the initial state given in this way, a sequence of states generated by the cyclic state 
generator with rr interconnection is a state-cycle of period q for rr. Any state-cycle 
of period q for rc can be obtained in this way. 
Thus for any permutation rr’ such that W(rr’) consists of m components and con- 
tains r multiples of q, the number of q’s in Sp(x’) is equal to the number of q’s in 
SJn). We denote the number of q’s in S,(x) by E?‘(r). From these arguments we 
have the following recurrence equations: 
IP(0) = 0, 
P 
E(“)(l)=pm~‘#C,(q), 
P 
Ecm)(r)=pmdr 
P #C,(q)(q#Cp(q)+p)‘-l+Ej@(r- 1) for rll. 
Note that q#C,(q) is equal to the cardinality of C,(q). Solving these recurrence 
equations we have 
E’m’(r) ,pmpr - 
P #Cp(q)(q#~(q)+P)‘~‘+Pm-r+1#C,(q)(q#C,(q)+P)’~2 
+ ... +p ‘“-2#Cp(q)(q#Cp(q)+P)+Pm~‘#Cp(q) 
=P”-r((q#Cp(q)+P)‘-P’)/q. 3 
Proposition 5. Let W(z) = (w,, . . . , w,) and W(n’) = (N,, . . . , We). If S,(x) = S,(n’), 
the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(1) t = u (i.e., the number of components in W(n) is equal to the number of com- 
ponents in W(lr’)). 
(2) For any prime integer q, the number of multiples of q in W(TC) is equal to the 
number of multiples of q in W(7t’). 
Proof. The period of a state-cycle for a given initial state is one if and only if the 
initial state is obtained by the way that for each wire-cycle the same integers from 
Jp are initially allocated to all input terminals corresponding to the wire-cycle. 
Therefore, the number of l’s in Sp(n) is p’ and the number of l’s in s,(n’) is p’, 
Hence, if Sp(x) = SJrc’), t should be equal to U. 
If s,(n) = Sp(rc’), from Proposition 4 for each prime integer q, 
P’-‘((q#C,(q)+P)‘-P’)/q=PU-“((q#c,(q)+P)”-Pr’)/q, 
where r and r’ are the number of components in W(n) and the number of com- 
ponents in W(n’) respectively. From condition (l), which we have proved, t should 
be equal to u. Therefore, r=r’ or (q#q(q) +p)/p= 1. However, the latter is not 
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possible since q# C,(q) cannot be zero. That is, condition 
fied. U 
(2) should be satis- 
Unfortunately, the two conditions given in Proposition 5 are not sufficient to 
establish IV(n) = W(rr’) for a pair of II and TC’ such that Sp(rr) = s,(n’). The next ex- 
ample shows this fact. 
Example 6. Let n and II’ be a pair of permutations on { 1, . . . ,30} such that W(n) = 
(5,5,6, 14) and W(rr’) = (3,7, 10, 10). These two wire-sequences satisfy the two condi- 
tions in Proposition 4. However, the number of 6’s in &(rc) is 152 whereas the 
number of 6’s in S,(n’) is 24 as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Sz(7r) and &(rr’), where W(z) = (5,5,6,14) and W(n’) = (3,7,10, IO) 
i Number of i’s in Sz(n) Number of i’s in S2(n’) 
1 16 16 
2 24 24 
3 16 16 
4 0 0 
5 816 816 
6 152 24 
7 144 144 
We now study how we efficiently compute #s(k) for k = 1,2, . . . . In the process 
of leading us to a simple form for evaluating #C,,(k) we obtain an interesting com- 
binatorial fact concerning the number of irreducible polynomials of each fixed 
degree. 
Suppose that a wire-sequence consists of a single component k. Then we say its 
corresponding state-sequence is ‘simple’ and denote the sequence by SEQ,(k). 
Let rr be a permutation such that IV(n)=(k). Then for a factor F of k a state-cycle 
of period F for rr is obtained by the following method: Choose a representative ele- 
ment, say (Y in p-nary form, of an equivalence class of C,(F). The k/F times 
repetition of Q is allocated to input terminals in the way that the i-th digit of the 
k/F times repetition of (r is given to the input terminal appearing at the i-th position 
in the wire-cycle for rr. Starting from this initial state a sequence of states appearing 
sequentially on the cyclic state generator with rc interconnection is a state-cycle of 
period F for 7-c. Any state-cycle of period F for zc can be obtained in this way. For 
an integer j which is not a factor of k there does not exist a state-cycle of period 
j for rr. We therefore have the next proposition. 
Proposition 6. Let F,, F2, . . . , FI be all the factors of k. Then SEQ,(k) consists of 
#C,(F,) F,‘s (i=1,2 ,..., t). 
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Example 7. SEQ,(l) = (1, l), SEQ2(2) = (1, 1,2), SEQ2(3) = (1, 1,3,3), SEQ,(4) = 
(1,1,2,4,4,4), SEQ2(5)=(1,1,5,5,5,5,5,5), SEQ,(6)=(1,1,2,3,3,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6). 
Since the number of states which are expressed as k digits in p-nary form is pk, 
the next proposition is immediate from Proposition 6. 
Proposition 7. C,,, F#q(F)=pk for k= 1,2,3, . . . . where C,ik means the sum- 
mation of all terms for all F which can divide k without remainder. 
From the equations given in Proposition 7 we can easily compute #C,(k) for 
k=l,2,3 ,.... The Mobius function p(d, k) is defined by (see Berge [l]) 
fl if k=d, 
/4d, t) = 
(-1)’ if k=p,pZ..-prd, where the pi 
(i= 1, . . . , t) are distinct primes, 
lo otherwise 
Then from the Mobius inversion formula (Proposition 2 in Rota [S]) we have the 
next theorem. A computer program for computing the Mobius function is given in 
Nijenhuis and Wilf [7]. 
Proposition 8. #q(k) = (C,) k pd,u(d, k))/k for k? 1. 
Example 8. #G(1)=2, #C,(2)=(22-2)/2= 1, #q(3)=(23-2)/3 =2, #q(4)= 
(24 - 22)/4 = 3, #c,(5) = (25 - 2)/5 = 6, #c,(6) = (26 - 23 - 22 + 2)/6 = 9, # C,(7) = 
(2’-2)/7= 18, #C,(8)=(28-24)/8=30, #c,(9)=(29-23)/9=56, #c,(lO)= 
(210-25-22+2)/10=99. 
Let I,(k) be the number of irreducible polionomials of degree k over the 
modulo-p field. Then we have the following equation (Elspas [5]): 
c jr,(j) =pk. 
Jik 
Therefore, we have the next theorem. 
Theorem 2. For each j (j= 1,2, . ..). #q(j) is equal to the number of irreducible 
polynomials of degree j over the module-p field. 
It does not seem to be straightforward that I,(k) can be expressed as a formula 
in terms of state-sequences. The fact stated in Theorem 2 was rather unexpected. 
Although we have not succeeded to have another elegant proof for Theorem 2, an 
independent proof for the equality of I,(j) and # C,(j) might improve the insight 
in the relation between the number of irreducible polynomials of each degree on a 
finite field and other combinaorial numbers. This might be an interesting problem 
worthy of further investigation. 
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3. Construction of state-sequences 
In this section we discuss the following problem: “For a given wire-sequence, con- 
struct the state-sequence that corresponds to the wire-sequence.” This problem is 
mathematically trivial, and can be solved by the following method: “Choose a per- 
mutation rr such that W(rr) is equal to the given wire-sequence. Then construct all 
possible state-cycles for rc by state-by-state evaluation of the corresponding state 
diagram or the cyclic state generator with n interconnection.” However, this naive 
method is obviously laborious. Although for any prime integer q, the number of q’s 
in S,(n) can be immediately evaluated by the formula given in Proposition 4 it 
seems to be difficult to derive a general formula for evaluating the number of state- 
cycles of a given period. We shall describe an efficient method for solving this 
problem. 
We define the product of state-sequences. let (Y = (a,, . . . , a,) and p = (6,) . . . , b,) 
be state-sequences that are not necessarily simple. The product of a and p denoted 
by cz x /I is defined as 
SORT((alxbl),(a,xb2),...,(alxb,),(a,xb,),...,(a2xb,),...,(a,xb,),...,(a,xb,)), 
where for a pair of positive integers a and b, (a x b) is the sequence consisting of 
the integer LCM(a, b) repeated ab/LCM(a, b) times and where SORT(d,, . . . , d,) is 
the sequence (d, , . . . , d,) sorted in non-descending order. 
Example 9. (1 xl)=(l), (1 x2)=(2), (2x3)=(6), (4x6)=(12,12), (10x 15)= 
(30,30,30,30,30), SEQ2(l)xSEQ2(2)=(1,1)x(l,1,2)=(1,1,1,1,2,2). 
It is obvious that the product of state-sequences is commutative and associative 
(i.e., cxxj3=~xcr and ax(Pxy)=(cwxp)xy). 
Proposition 9. If W(n) = (w,, w2, . . . , w,), then 
SP(7c) = SEQ,(w,) x SEQJW~) x ... x SEQ,(w,). 
Proof. The proof is by mathematical induction on the number of components 
of W(7r). 
Inductive basis: For t = 1, from the definition of a simple state-sequence, 
SJrr) = SEQJw,). That is, SEQJw,) is the state-sequence for W(n) = (wi). 
Znductivestep: Suppose the proposition holds in the case where the number of com- 
ponents of IV(r) is at most k - 1. Suppose that t = k (i.e., W(n) = (w,, w2, . . . , w,+)). 
From Theorem 1, without loss of generality, we may assume that rr is the following 
permutation: The first w1 wires are cyclically permuted, the next w2 wires are 
cyclically permuted, . . . , and the last wk wires are cyclically permuted. We partition 
the input terminals and output terminals of the permutation into two groups respec- 
tively in the following manner: The first w, + w2 + ... + wk_, wires are in group A 
and the last wk wires are in group B. Then the network with rr interconnection can 
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be considered a combination of two sub-permutation networks. The first one con- 
sists of wires in group A, and the second one consists of wires in group B. The state- 
sequence for the first permutation connection is denoted by Sp(nA) and the state- 
sequence for the second permutation connection is denoted by S,,,(rcB). From the in- 
ductive hypothesis, SP(nA) = SEQ,(w,) x *.. x SEQP(wk_ ,) and S,(z,) = SEQ(W~). 
Consider an arbitrary state-cycle for zA and an arbitrary state-cycle for rrg. We 
assume that these state-cycles are (cr,, (x2, .. . , a,) and (pi, b2, . . . , /It) respectively, 
where each (ri (1 c: ir r) is a state expressed as a p-nary number of w, + ... + wk_, 
digits and each pj (1 rj 5 t) is a state expressed as a p-nary number of wk digits. 
Then (~1P1,~2P2,...t~IP,,a,+~P~,...) is a state-cycle for n, where we assume r > t 
. 
(for r= t it is (a,/3,, a2P2, . . . . cx,P,) and for r-c t it is (aI PI, a2P2, . . . , arPr, a1 P,., 1, . . .)I 
and oipj means the concatenation of ai and pj. Then the period of the state-cycle 
(aIP1,a2PZ,...,atPr,at+,P1,...) is LCM(r, t) (for other cases the period is also 
LCM(r, t)). If for a state /3, in (pi,&, . . . , P,) al P, does not appear in (alPI, a2P2, 
. ..) aAat+lP1, . ..) we can construct a different state-cycle (al &,, a2&,+, , . . .). The 
latter state-cycle has the same period as the period of the former state-cycle, and 
these two state-cycles are disjoint (i.e., there is no common state of these two state- 
cycles). We can continue the same construction of state-cycles until all ordered pairs 
from (ai,...,a,) and (P1,...,Pt) are exhausted. Thus from a pair of state-cycles of 
periods r and t for zA and 7cB respectively, we can construct r. t/LCM(r, t) dif- 
ferent state-cycles of period LCM(r, t) for n. Therefore, from the definition of pro- 
ducts of state-cycles 
S,(n) = SEQ,(w,) x SEQ,(w,) x ... x SEQ,(w,_ i) x SEQp(wk). 0 
Example 10. Let nl = (I, 2, 3)(4) and 7r2 = (1, 2)(3, 4). Then W(;ni) = (1, 3) 
and IV(r2) = (2,2). From Theorem 6, Sz(n,) = SEQ,(l) x SEQ,U) = (1, 1) x 
(1,1,3,3)=(1,1,1,1,3,3,3,3) and S,(rr2)=SEQ2(2)xSEQ2(2)=(l,1,2)x(1,1,2)= 
(1, 1, 1, 1,2,2,2,2,2,2). 
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